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Chronic pain can lead to anxiety and
anxiety can enhance pain. Koga et al.
show that injury triggers pre- and post-
LTP in the anterior cingulate cortex and
that the two forms of LTP may converge
to mediate interaction between anxiety
and pain.
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Chronic pain can lead to anxiety and anxiety
can enhance the sensation of pain. Unfortunately,
little is known about the synaptic mechanisms that
mediate these re-enforcing interactions. Here we
characterized two forms of long-term potentiation
(LTP) in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC); a presyn-
aptic form (pre-LTP) that requires kainate receptors
and a postsynaptic form (post-LTP) that requires
N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors. Pre-LTP also in-
volves adenylyl cyclase and protein kinase A and is
expressed via a mechanism involving hyperpolar-
ization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated (HCN) chan-
nels. Interestingly, chronic pain and anxiety both
result in selective occlusion of pre-LTP. Significantly,
microinjection of the HCN blocker ZD7288 into the
ACC in vivo produces both anxiolytic and analgesic
effects. Our results provide a mechanism by which
two formsof LTP in theACCmayconverge tomediate
the interaction between anxiety and chronic pain.INTRODUCTION
Patients with chronic pain often suffer from affective disorders
such as anxiety (Bair et al., 2008; Bushnell et al., 2013), and anx-
iety may increase the likelihood of chronic pain development
(Bushnell et al., 2013; Dimova et al., 2013; Gross and Hen,
2004; Grupe and Nitschke, 2013). Among several cortical
regions, the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) has been demon-
strated to play important roles in sensory perception and
emotional responses (Bushnell et al., 2013; Damsa et al., 2009;
Frankland et al., 2004; Grupe and Nitschke, 2013; Vogt, 2005;
Zhuo, 2008, 2014). Human imaging and electrophysiological re-
cordings of animal ACC neurons in vivo show that neurons in the
ACC are activated by noxious sensory stimuli (Apkarian et al.,2005; Koga et al., 2010), and inhibiting central plasticity in the
ACC produces analgesic effects in different animal models of
chronic pain (Zhuo, 2008). Interestingly, the ACC has also been
implicated in anxiety in both human and animal studies (Gross
and Hen, 2004; Kim et al., 2011). Human imaging studies
observed increased ACC activity in patients with anxiety disor-
ders (Osuch et al., 2000) and surgical lesions or chemical inacti-
vation in the ACC produced anxiolytic effects in humans (Hay
et al., 1993) and animals (Kim et al., 2011). It is believed, there-
fore, that enhanced excitatory transmission in the ACC, and
related prefrontal cortex, contributes to both anxiety and noci-
ception. However, the molecular and cellular basis of anxiety
and its interaction with chronic pain is not known.
Long-term potentiation (LTP) of synaptic transmission is the
major form of activity-dependent plasticity in the CNS and
serves as a key synaptic model for investigating the cellular
and molecular mechanisms of learning and memory (Bliss and
Collingridge, 1993, 2013; Kandel, 2012). Two major forms of
LTP have been reported based on their requirement of the
N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR) subtype of glutamate
receptors in the CNS (Anggono and Huganir, 2012; Bliss and
Collingridge, 1993; Feldman, 2009; Nicoll and Schmitz, 2005).
The study of LTP in the hippocampus provides the best charac-
terization of these two forms of LTP. In the CA1 region of the hip-
pocampus, LTP of synaptic transmission at the Schaffer collat-
eral synapse onto CA1 pyramidal cells depends on activation
of NMDARs (Collingridge et al., 1983). Regulation of postsyn-
aptic a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid
receptors (AMPARs) trafficking into and out of synapses contrib-
utes to the expression of this form of LTP (Anggono and Huganir,
2012; Bliss andCollingridge, 1993, 2013). By contrast, in theCA3
region of the hippocampus, LTP at mossy fiber synapses onto
CA3 pyramidal cells is NMDAR independent (Harris and Cotman,
1986) and the expression of this form of LTP is due to enhanced
release of glutamate from mossy fibers (Nicoll and Schmitz,
2005). The trigger for pre-LTP at mossy fiber synapses involves
kainate receptors (KARs) (Bortolotto et al., 1999; Contractor
et al., 2011; Jane et al., 2009). Although the subtype of KAR
involved may depend on the precise anatomical connectionNeuron 85, 377–389, January 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 377
Figure 1. Presynaptic NMDAR-Independent LTP in the ACC
(A) Top: sample traces of eEPSCs with paired-pulse stimulation at 50 ms
interstimulus interval during baseline (1) and 60 min after the pre-LTP (2) at a
holding membrane potential of 60 mV. Middle: a time course plot of a
representative single example. Bottom: time course plot of PPR for this
neuron. The arrow donates the time of LTP induction.
(B) Pooled data to illustrate the time course of pre-LTP and changes in PPR.
Top: pre-LTP (red, n = 20 neurons/16 mice) and control (white, n = 13/9).
Bottom: PPR for these neurons. *p < 0.05 for PPR change estimated for the
10 min intervals baseline and between 50 and 60 min after the induction
stimulus.
(C)AnNMDAreceptorantagonist,AP-5 (50mM),didnot affectpre-LTP (n=12/9).
(D) BAPTA (20 mM) in the recording pipette did not block pre-LTP (n = 11/8).
(E) A PKMz inhibitor, ZIP (5 mM), did not affect maintenance of pre-LTP, applied
30 min after the pre-LTP induction (n = 10/8).
(F) Summary of the effects of an NMDA receptor antagonist, postsynaptic
injection of BATPA, or a PKMz inhibitor on pre-LTP. There was statistical dif-
ference when comparing control with pre-LTP, BAPTA, AP-5, or ZIP groups
(one-way ANOVA, F4,61 = 3.45, *p < 0.05). There was no difference comparing
pre-LTPwith BAPTA, AP-5, or ZIP groups (NS, p > 0.05). Themean amplitudes
of eEPSCswere determined at 50–60min after the pre-LTP induction stimulus.
Error bars represent SEM.(Sherwood et al., 2012), in some cases there is a requirement
for GluK1-containing KARs (Bortolotto et al., 1999). The trans-
duction of pre-LTP involves activation of adenylyl cyclase378 Neuron 85, 377–389, January 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.(AC), production of cyclic adenosine 30,50-monophosphate
(cAMP), and activation of protein kinase A (PKA) (Nicoll and
Schmitz, 2005), and the expression of pre-LTP may involve hy-
perpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated (HCN) chan-
nels (Mellor et al., 2002). In addition to pre-LTP, CA3 neurons
receive extensive collaterals that express conventional
NMDAR-dependent post-LTP. The reason for the coexistence
of two forms of LTP in the same neurons is, however, not
known.
In cortical synapses, most studies of LTP thus far report induc-
tion by activation of postsynaptic NMDARs (post-LTP) (Feldman,
2009; Zhuo, 2008). For example, the induction of LTP in the ACC
requires activation of postsynaptic NMDARs (Zhao et al., 2005b),
and the expression of LTP is mainly mediated by postsynaptic
AMPARs (Zhuo, 2008). Ex vivo studies in ACC slices from adult
animals further reveal that excitatory transmission is enhanced
after peripheral nerve injuries. Significantly, this effect involves
both a presynaptic increase of glutamate release and a postsyn-
aptic enhancement of AMPAR-mediated responses (Xu et al.,
2008; Zhao et al., 2006). Interestingly, behavioral studies using
different pharmacological and genetic approaches found that in-
hibiting postsynaptic AMPAR plasticity is sufficient to produce
analgesic effects (Li et al., 2010; Wei et al., 2002), suggesting
that post-LTP in the ACC mediates pain perception. But what
is the functional significance of presynaptic increases in gluta-
mate release in chronic pain conditions?
We postulated that if presynaptic LTP existed at ACC synap-
ses, it could theoretically be additive to postsynaptic LTP and
thereby add salience to the painful information encoded by
post-LTP. To address these key questions at cellular and synap-
tic levels, we employed integrative neurobiological approaches
using both in vitro and in vivo preparations. We report a
presynaptic form of LTP that coexists with post-LTP in adult
ACC synapses. Pre-LTP requires activation of GluK1-containing
KARs, AC1, PKA, and HCN channels. Interestingly, we found
that chronic pain and anxiety exposure selectively occluded
pre-LTP, while acute nociception and fear learning did not, sug-
gesting that pre-LTP may act as a cellular substrate for chronic
pain-associated anxiety. Finally, we found that erasing pre-
LTP, by administering the HCN channel blocker ZD7288 into
the ACC, significantly reduced potentiation of behavioral anxiety
in chronic neuropathic pain conditions, indicating that HCN
could be a novel translational drug target in the ACC for chronic
pain-triggered anxiety.
RESULTS
The Induction of Pre-LTP in Adult ACC Neurons
Previous studies demonstrate that LTP at synapses onto ACC
pyramidal cells is postsynaptically induced and depends on
NMDARs (Zhao et al., 2005b). To investigate whether pre-LTP
may be induced in ACC synapses, we employed a stimulating
protocol for inducing pre-LTP in the amygdala (Shin et al.,
2010). We recorded evoked excitatory postsynaptic currents
(eEPSCs) in pyramidal neurons of layer II/III at a holding potential
of 60 mV by applying local stimulation in layer V/VI in the pres-
ence of a g-aminobutyric acid (A) (GABAA) receptor antagonist,
picrotoxin (100 mM) (Figure 1A). After achieving a stable baseline
recording in response to paired-pulse stimulation (interpulse in-
terval of 50 ms) for at least 10 min, we then applied low-fre-
quency stimulation (2 Hz for 2 min) at a holding potential
of 60 mV. We found that this stimulation robustly increased
the amplitude of eEPSCs in ACC neurons and that the LTP lasted
for at least 1 hr (170% ± 15% of baseline; Figures 1B and 1F). In
contrast, control neurons, which did not receive the LTP induc-
tion protocol, showed no change in the amplitude of eEPSCs
(103% ± 5%; Figures 1B and 1F). The low-frequency stimulation
and control groups were significantly different (two-way ANOVA,
F1,62 = 10.91, post hoc test, p < 0.05; Figure 1F).
In addition, the potentiation induced by the stimulation was
associated with a reduction in the paired-pulse ratio (PPR)
(85% ± 4% of baseline; Figure 1B), which is commonly used
as a measure of presynaptic function (Zucker and Regehr,
2002). In contrast, control neurons, which did not receive the
LTP induction protocol, showed no change in the PPR (98% ±
4%; Figure 1B). The low-frequency stimulation statistically
altered the PPR (two-way ANOVA, F1,62 = 7.36, p < 0.05; Fig-
ure 1B). In order to test whether a single episode of 2 Hz stimu-
lation was sufficient to saturate pre-LTP, we gave episodes of
2 Hz stimulation at 0 and 30 min (Figure S1A available online).
The amplitudes of eEPSCs after 30 and 60 min of pre-LTP
were not significantly different (p > 0.05, no significance [NS];
Figure S1B). In summary, a single 2Hz low-frequency stimulation
maximally increased the amplitude of eEPSCs and altered
the PPR.
Next, we tested the possible mechanisms of the cortical pre-
LTP. The activation of NMDARs is important for most forms of
post-LTP but not pre-LTP (Bliss and Collingridge, 1993). To
establish whether pre-LTP in the ACC is NMDAR dependent,
we applied an NMDAR antagonist (AP-5, 50 mM) in the bath so-
lution. The pre-LTP was not affected by the presence of AP-5
(Figures 1C and 1F), indicating that ACC pre-LTP is NMDAR
independent. To further address the possible involvement of
postsynaptic signaling pathways, we investigated the roles of
postsynaptic calcium (Ca2+). We inhibited postsynaptic Ca2+
signaling by applying an internal Ca2+ chelator (BAPTA,
20 mM) in the recording pipette. BAPTA did not block pre-LTP,
indicating that postsynaptic Ca2+ influx was not required for its
induction (Figures 1D and 1F).
To further investigate possible mechanisms mediating cortical
pre-LTP, we studied the involvement of metabotropic glutamate
receptors (mGluRs), as mGluRs have previously been observed
to play a role in hippocampal pre-LTP (Nistico` et al., 2011). Unlike
in the hippocampus, an mGluR antagonist, RS-MCPG (500 mM),
did not affect pre-LTP in the ACC (Figure S1). We further tested
whether g-aminobutyric acid (B) (GABAB)-mediated inhibition
may affect pre-LTP (Shin et al., 2010). Pre-LTP was also
insensitive to a GABAB receptor antagonist, CGP55845 (5 mM)
(Figure S1).
In addition, to test whether postsynaptic G protein-coupled re-
ceptors (GPCRs) are involved in the pre-LTP, we used guano-
sine-50-O-2-thiodiphosphate (GDPbS, 2mM) in the patch pipette
to block postsynaptic GPCRs. GDPbS did not affect pre-LTP
(Figure S1). Because protein kinase M zeta (PKMz) is thought
to contribute to the maintenance of postsynaptic LTP in the
ACC (Li et al., 2010), we tested whether PKMz was involved inthe maintenance of pre-LTP. A PKMz inhibitor, ZIP (5 mM), did
not affect the maintenance of pre-LTP, applied after 30 min
(Figures 1E and 1F). Taken together, these findings suggest
that pre-LTP can be induced in the ACC through mechanisms
independent of NMDARs, postsynaptic GPCRs, postsynaptic
Ca2+ influx, mGluRs, GABABRs, and PKMz.
GluK1-Containing KARs Are Required for Pre-LTP
We next assessed the possible presynaptic mechanisms
involved in pre-LTP. We decided to focus on kainate receptors
(KARs), as they are expressed in the ACC (Wu et al., 2005b,
2007b; Zhuo, 2008) and are known to regulate presynaptic
mechanisms in multiple brain areas (Jane et al., 2009; Jaskolski
et al., 2005; Lerma, 2003; Nistico` et al., 2011; Shin et al., 2010).
GluK1-containing KARs, in particular, are involved in LTP in the
hippocampus (Bortolotto et al., 1999) and the amygdala (Shin
et al., 2010, 2013). We thus assessed cortical pre-LTP in mice
with genetic deletion of the GluK1 subunit of KARs (GluK1/)
and observed a significant reduction of pre-LTP in the ACC
(110% ± 13%, one-way ANOVA, F5,60 = 5.18, p < 0.05,GluK1
/
versus control pre-LTP; Figures 2A and 2D). In contrast,
mice with genetic deletion of GluK2-containing KARs showed
normal pre-LTP (Figures 2A and 2D). In parallel, the change of
PPR caused by the low-frequency stimulation was abolished
in GluK1/ mice but not GluK2/ mice (two-way ANOVA,
F1,40 = 5.79, p < 0.05, GluK1
/ versus GluK2/; Figure 2A,
bottom). Because of possible genetic compensatory changes
in gene knockout mice, we next used a selective pharmacolog-
ical inhibitor. Inhibition of GluK1 subunit-containing KARs by
bath application of a GluK1 receptor-specific antagonist,
UBP310 (10 mM) (Jane et al., 2009), also blocked pre-LTP
(97% ± 11%, one-way ANOVA, F5,60 = 5.18, p < 0.05, UBP310
versus control pre-LTP; Figures 2B and 2D), further confirming
the role of GluK1-containing KARs in cortical pre-LTP.
To establish whether GluK1 receptor activation is sufficient for
the induction of pre-LTP, we examined whether a GluK1 agonist,
ATPA (Jane et al., 2009), can induce pre-LTP. Bath application of
ATPA (1 mM), for 10 min, while chelating postsynaptic Ca2+ with
BAPTA in the recording pipette, produced robust potentiation
that lasted for more than 2 hr (151% ± 14% at 120 min, one-
way ANOVA, F5,60 = 5.18, p < 0.05; Figures 2C and 2D). More-
over, PPR was also affected in response to the ATPA-induced
LTP (p < 0.05; Figure 2C, bottom), indicating that this potentia-
tion is presynaptic. Together, these results suggest that presyn-
aptic GluK1 receptors are both necessary and sufficient for the
induction of pre-LTP in the ACC.
Requirement of Ca2+-Stimulated AC1 and cAMP/PKA
Pathways
We next examined the intracellular signaling pathways required
for pre-LTP. At hippocampal mossy fiber synapses, cAMP is
an important second messenger for pre-LTP (Weisskopf et al.,
1994). Indeed, pre-LTP in the hippocampal mossy fiber pathway
is reduced in adenylyl cyclase type 1 (AC1), AC8 and AC1&8
double KO mice (Villacres et al., 1998; Wang et al., 2003). Both
AC1 and AC8 are expressed in ACC neurons and contribute to
activity-dependent gene activation (Wei et al., 2002). We studied
the possible involvement of ACs by using mice with geneticNeuron 85, 377–389, January 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 379
Figure 3. AC1 and PKA Are Required for Pre-LTP
(A) Top: sample traces of eEPSCs with paired-pulse stimulation at 50 ms
during baseline (1) and 60 min after the induction (2). Bottom: pre-LTP was
absent in AC1/ mice (red, n = 13 neurons/8 mice). AC8/ mice showed
normal pre-LTP (gray, n = 9/7).
(B) A specific AC1 inhibitor, NB001 (50 mM), blocked pre-LTP (red circle,
n = 12/8).
(C) A PKA inhibitor, KT5720 (1 mM), abolished pre-LTP (n = 11/8).
(D) Pre-LTP was unaffected in GluA1 S845A KI mice (n = 10/7).
(E) Summary of the effects of AC8/, AC1/, an AC1 inhibitor, a PKA in-
hibitor, or GluA1 S845A on pre-LTP. The amplitudes of eEPSCs in AC1/,
NB001, or KT5720 groups were significantly decreased compared to control
pre-LTP (one-way ANOVA, F5,69 = 5.69, *p < 0.05). There was no difference
among pre-LTP, AC8/, and GluA1 S845A groups. Error bars represent SEM.
Figure 2. Kainate Receptors Mediate the Induction of pre-LTP
(A) Top: in GluK1/ mice, sample traces of eEPSCs with paired-pulse stim-
ulation at 50ms during baseline (1) and 60min after the induction stimulus (2) at
a holding membrane potential of 60 mV. Middle: GluK2/ mice showed
normal pre-LTP (black, n = 8 neurons/6 mice). GluK1/ mice showed greatly
reduced pre-LTP (red, n = 14/8). Bottom: PPR for the GluK2/ (black) and
GluK1/ (red) groups.
(B) A specific GluK1 antagonist, UBP310 (10 mM), completely blocked pre-LTP
(n = 8/6).
(C) Top: a GluK1 agonist, ATPA (1 mM for 10 min), induced long-lasting
potentiation, recorded for 2 hr (n = 8/7). Bottom: averaged data of PPR change
before and after ATPA application.
(D) Summary of the effects of GluK2/, GluK1/, a GluK1 antagonist, or a
GluK1 agonist on pre-LTP. The amplitudes of eEPSCs in GluK1/ or UBP310
groups were significantly decreased compared with control pre-LTP (one-way
ANOVA, F5,60 = 5.18, *p < 0.05). There was no difference among control pre-
LTP, GluK2/, and ATPA. Error bars represent SEM.deletion of AC1 (AC1/) or AC8 (AC8/). AC1/ mice failed
to exhibit pre-LTP, while AC8/ mice showed normal pre-LTP
(one-way ANOVA, F5,69 = 5.69; p < 0.05, AC1
/ versus control
pre-LTP; NS, AC8/ versus control pre-LTP; Figures 3A and
3E). Our recent studies have identified a selective inhibitor for
AC1, NB001 (Wang et al., 2011). To confirm the requirement of
AC1 activity for pre-LTP in the ACC, we bath applied NB001
(50 mM). We found that while baseline responses were not signif-
icantly affected, pre-LTP was blocked by NB001 (p < 0.05; Fig-
ures 3B and 3E).
PKA is critical for mossy fiber LTP in the hippocampus (Huang
et al., 1994;Weisskopf et al., 1994). Next, to testwhether the PKA
pathway is involved in pre-LTP in the ACC, we applied a PKA in-380 Neuron 85, 377–389, January 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.hibitor, KT5720 (1 mM), in the bath solution and observed a com-
plete block of pre-LTP (102% ± 11%, p < 0.05, Figures 3C and
3E). This finding indicates that PKA may contribute to pre-LTP.
Previous studies of post-LTP in the ACC show that the mainte-
nance is probablymediated via postsynaptic AMPARGluA1 sub-
units (Zhuo, 2008). The PKA-dependent phosphorylation of the
subunit GluA1 of AMPARs at Serine 845 (S845) has been found
to contribute to post-LTP (Huganir and Nicoll, 2013). This raised
the possibility of an additional postsynaptic component to the
LTP induced by low-frequency stimulation. We tested this possi-
bility using transgenic GluA1 Ser845A knockin (KI) mice whose
GluA1 subunits exhibit an inability to be phosphorylated at
Ser845. Recordings from the ACC of GluA1 S845A KI mice
showed normal pre-LTP (173% ± 27%). The magnitude of
Figure 4. HCN Channels Are Critical for the
Induction of Pre-LTP
(A) Top: a model of a retrograde labeling dye, DiI,
injected into the ACC. Middle and bottom: DiI-
negative and -positive neurons. Yellow color (right)
indicates overlap of DiI positive (left) and biocytin
(middle), indicating thalamocoritcal neurons.
Scale bar, 20 mm.
(B) Top: single traces of Ih currents in a thalamic
neuron (unlabeled). Middle: an HCN channel in-
hibitor, ZD7288 (10 mM) completely blocked the Ih
currents. Bottom: voltage steps from 140 mV
to 60 mV with 10 mV steps.
(C) Sample traces of Ih currents in a thalamocort-
ical neuron (red) and an ACC neuron (blue).
(D) Expanded traces of Ih currents in (B) and (C).
(E) Summary of Ih currents in thalamocortical, un-
labeled thalamus, and ACC neurons (thalamo-
cortical neurons: n = 11 neurons/6mice, unlabeled
thalamus neurons: n = 11/6, ACC neurons: n = 14/
8, two-way ANOVA, F2,297 = 33.16, *p < 0.05
at each voltage comparing thalamocortical
neurons with ACC neurons, #p < 0.05 at each
voltage comparing thalamocortical neurons with
unlableled thalamus neurons).
(F) Western blot analysis of HCN1–HCN4 channel
proteins in thalamus and the ACC.
(G) Within the asymmetric synapses, HCN1,
HCN2, and HCN4 immunostained nano-gold
particles were observed in both pre- and post-
synaptic regions.
(H) The distribution ratio of HCN immunostained
particles in the cytoplasm and membrane of the
pre- and postsynaptic profiles. Error bars repre-
sent SEM.potentiation is similar between GluA1 S845A KI and control pre-
LTP (Figures 3D and 3E). Taken together, these results indicate
that pre-LTP in the ACC requires a presynaptically located
signaling cascade involving GluK1, AC1, and PKA.
HCN Channels Are Important for Pre-LTP
HCN channels have multiple functions in the CNS (Postea and
Biel, 2011; Robinson and Siegelbaum, 2003), where they
generate Ih currents. Significantly, it has been proposed that
they are involved in the expression of pre-LTP at hippocampal
mossy fiber synapses (Mellor et al., 2002). There are four HCN
subunits (HCN1–HCN4), all of which are expressed in both the
ACC and thalamus (Figure 4F). We next carried out electron mi-
croscope analysis to determine the distribution of HCN1,
HCN2, and HCN4 in the ACC (Figures 4G and 4H). HCN-immu-
nostained gold particles were found in both presynaptic axon
terminals and postsynaptic soma and dendrites (Figure 4H).
HCN-immunostained particles were mainly distributed in asym-
metric synapses (more than 90%) but not in symmetric synap-
ses (Figure 4H). These results indicate that HCNs mayNeuron 85, 377–389contribute to presynaptic as well as
postsynaptic functions in the ACC.
To test whether thalamocortical neu-
rons express functional HCN channels,in a projection-specific manner in mice, we first labeled thalamic
neurons projecting to the ACC by injecting retrograde label DiI in
the mouse ACC (Figures 4A and S2). We then recorded Ih cur-
rents in both labeled (i.e., thalamocortical) and unlabeled
thalamic neurons as well as ACC neurons (Figures 4A–4E).
Both thalamic and ACC neurons exhibited Ih currents that were
completely blocked by an HCN channel inhibitor, ZD7288
(10 mM) (Figure 4B). We found that thalamocortical neurons
showed significantly larger Ih currents compared with unlabeled
thalamic neurons (F2,297 = 33.16, p < 0.05; Figures 4C–4E)
and ACC neurons (Figure 4E), suggesting that thalamocortical
HCN channels may play important roles in synaptic regulation
in the ACC.
We next investigated whether HCN channels are involved in
ACC pre-LTP. Bath application of ZD7288 (10 mM), prior to
pre-LTP induction stimulation, blocked the induction of pre-
LTP (105% ± 13%, F3,30 = 5.09, p < 0.05, Figures 5A and 5D).
To examine the specificity of ZD7288 for pre-LTP, we also exam-
ined its effects on post-LTP in the ACC (Zhao et al., 2005b). By
contrast, we found that post-LTP was not affected (Figures 5B, January 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 381
Figure 5. HCN Channels Are Involved in the
Maintenance of Pre-LTP
(A) An HCN channel inhibitor, ZD7288 (10 mM),
blocked the induction of pre-LTP (red, n = 9 neu-
rons/6 mice). Open circles showed normal pre-
LTP as a control (n = 8/6).
(B) Post-LTP was insensitive to ZD7288 (n = 7/7).
(C) ZD7288 blocked the maintenance of pre-
LTP, applied 30 min after the pre-LTP induction
(n = 9/9).
(D) Summary of pre-LTP and post-LTP experi-
ments investigating HCN channels. The ampli-
tudes of eEPSCs in the two ZD7288 pre-LTP
groups were significantly decreased compared
with pre-LTP without ZD7288 (one-way ANOVA,
F3,30 = 5.09, *p < 0.05).
(E) ZD7288 (10 mM) did not alter the amplitudes of
eEPSCs (n = 6/6, paired t test, t5 = 1.320, NS;
top). The PPR was not changed by ZD7288 (n = 6/
6, paired t test, t5 = 0.845, NS; bottom). Traces 1
and 2 show recordings before and in the presence
of ZD7288 (10 mM) for 20 min, respectively.
(F) Recordings of eEPSCs from FosGFP-negative
neurons in sham group (black), FosGFP-positive
neurons in nerve injury (red), and FosGFP-nega-
tive neurons in nerve injury (gray) from FosGFP
transgenic mice. Traces 1 and 2 show recordings
before and in the presence of ZD7288 for 20 min,
respectively.
(G) ZD7288 reduced the amplitudes of eEPSCs in
FosGFP-positive neurons (n = 13/12), but not in
FosGFP-negative neurons of nerve injury (n = 12/
10) or in FosGFP-negative neurons of the sham-
operated mice (n = 10/8).
(H) ZD7288 altered the PPR in FosGFP-positive
neurons of nerve injury (n = 13/12), but not in
FosGFP-negative neurons of nerve injury (n = 12/
10) or in FosGFP-negative neurons of the sham
mice (n = 10/8).
(I) Summary of the effects of ZD7288 on the
amplitude of eEPSCs in FosGFP transgenic mice.
The FosGFP-positive group, activated by nerve
injury, were statistically different from the sham or
nerve injury groups (FosGFP-negative with sham:
n = 10, FosGFP-negative with injury: n = 12,
FosGFP-positive with injury: n = 13, one-way
ANOVA, F2,32 = 6.93, *p < 0.05, FosGFP-positive in
injury versus FosGFP-negative in sham or
FosGFP-negative in injury).
(J) Summary of the effects of ZD7288 on the PPR
of the same neurons (one-way ANOVA, F2,32 =
7.79, *p < 0.05, FosGFP-positive in injury versus
FosGFP-negative in sham or FosGFP-negative in
injury). Error bars represent SEM.and 5D). These results indicate that HCNchannels are selectively
required for pre-LTP. We next examined whether HCN channels
are required for the maintenance of pre-LTP. Bath application of
ZD7288, applied 30 min after induction of pre-LTP, was able to
fully reverse pre-LTP back to baseline values (Figures 5C and
5D). Importantly, ZD7288, applied for 20min, did not affect base-
line eEPSCs or PPR (Figure 5E). These results suggest that HCN
channels are critical for the maintenance of pre-LTP in the ACC.382 Neuron 85, 377–389, January 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.Chronic Pain Reduces Pre-LTP
Having established the existence of pre-LTP in the ACC, we next
wanted to address the functional significance of this form of
synaptic plasticity. Because the ACC is important for sensory
perception and emotional responses such as pain, fear, and anx-
iety (Frankland et al., 2004; Vogt, 2005; Zhuo, 2008), we decided
to determine whether pre-LTP may be involved in the mediation
of emotive stimuli. We therefore examined the effects of a range
Figure 6. Loss of Pre-LTP in Chronic Inflammatory and Nerve Injury
Models
(A) Experimental models of pain and fear: nociceptive heat stimulation by hot
plate (55C, tested immediately after withdrawal), 2–3 days after chronic in-
flammatory pain models, 7–8 days after nerve injury models, and fear condi-
tioning (tested immediately and 2–3 days after the conditioning).
(B) Mice exposed to the hot plate showed normal pre-LTP (n = 9 neurons/6
mice).
(C) Mice exposed to the chronic inflammatory pain model did not exhibit pre-
LTP after the injury (red, n = 11/7). Sample traces of eEPSCs before (1) and
60 min after (2) the induction stimulus.
(D) Mice exposed to the nerve injury model did not exhibit pre-LTP after the
injury (red, n = 15/9). Sample traces of eEPSCs before (1) and 60 min after (2)
the induction stimulus.
(E) Mice exposed to trace fear conditioning immediately (blue, n = 10/8) and
2–3 days after the conditioning (black, n = 10/8) showed normal pre-LTP in the
ACC. Single traces of evoked EPSCs before (1) and 60 min after (2) after the
pre-LTP (immediately after the conditioning).
(F) Summary of pre-LTP experiments in acute nociceptive, chronic pain
models, or fear conditioning models. The levels of pre-LTP in the inflammation
and nerve injury groups were significantly decreased compared with control
pre-LTP group (one-way ANOVA, F5,69 = 5.52, *p < 0.05 compared to control
pre-LTP). There was no difference among control pre-LTP, hot plate, or fear
conditioning groups (immediately or 2–3 days after the conditioning). Error
bars represent SEM.of physiological and pathological conditions on the expression of
pre-LTP in ACC slices. These include acute exposure to a hot
plate (55C) as a thermal nociceptive test, a chronic peripheral
inflammation model, a chronic nerve injury model, and classicalfear conditioning (Figure 6A). We found that the ACC of mice
exposed to a hot plate (55C) showed normal pre-LTP (Figures
6B and 6F). Similarly, mice exposed to a warm plate (40C)
and subjected to a von Frey test show normal pre-LTP (warm
plate; 158% ± 13%, von Frey; 182% ± 30%). There is no signif-
icant difference in the magnitude of potentiation among them
(Figure S3).
Next, we tested whether chronic pain models could alter pre-
LTP. We confirmed the behavioral allodynia in two chronic pain
models (complete Freund’s adjuvant [CFA]: inflammation; com-
mon peroneal nerve injury [CPN]: neuropathic pain) before
the electrophysiological recordings (Figure S3). Interestingly, in
mice exposed to chronic inflammatory or neuropathic pain
models, pre-LTP was absent (Figures 6C–6F). The reduction of
pre-LTP was clearly observed 2–3 days after the inflammation
model and 7–8 days after the nerve injury model (F5,69 = 5.52,
p < 0.05, Figures 6C–6F).
Anxiety, but Not Fear, Reduces Pre-LTP
Fear and anxiety are two major emotional responses that are
related to the functions of the ACC. We found that the ACC of
mice trained in the fear conditioning paradigm, either immedi-
ately after or 2–3 days after the conditioning, showed normal
pre-LTP (one-way ANOVA, F5,69 = 5.52, p < 0.05; Figures 6E
and 6F), indicating that pre-LTP is not affected by fear condition-
ing. Next, we explored whether pre-LTP may be involved in anx-
iety-like behaviors (Berton and Nestler, 2006). We exposed the
mice in a standard elevated plus maze (EPM) for 5 min and pre-
pared brain slices immediately after the exposure. The pre-LTP
was partially reduced in the mice exposed in the EPM (124% ±
15%; Figures 7C and 7D). We next tested whether the mice
exposed to a raised open platform, which was a modified EPM
in which the open arms were blocked (to increase the anxiety-
inducing component of the paradigm). After exposure for 5 min
in the raised open platform, we found that pre-LTP was absent
(104% ± 14%, one-way ANOVA, F4,37 = 4.34, p < 0.05; Figures
7A and 7B). As a control, mice exposed in closed arms for
5min showed normal pre-LTP (Figures 7C and 7D). Furthermore,
the effect of exposure in themodified EPMwas transient, since if
we placed the mice in the home cage for 1 hr, after exposing
mice to the raised open platform for 5 min, pre-LTP partially
recovered (Figure 7B). Significantly, mice exposed to the modi-
fied EPM and then returned to the home cage for 9 hr showed
normal pre-LTP (166% ± 11%; Figure 7B). To establish whether
the effect of anxiety is selective for pre-LTP, we also examined
post-LTP in the mice that were exposed to the open platform.
We found that a pairing protocol could lead to normal post-
LTP (Figures 7A and 7B).
Anxiety and Chronic Pain Occlude the Effects of HCN
Inhibition
These results demonstrate that anxiety or chronic pain leads to
the absence of pre-LTP in ACC. This could be because pre-
LTP is blocked or because pre-LTP is saturated. To distinguish
between these possibilities, we tested the sensitivity of ACC
neurons to ZD7288. The rationale being that if pre-LTP is
blocked, then ZD7288 should be ineffective, whereas if pre-
LTP is saturated, then ZD7288 should reduce the size of theNeuron 85, 377–389, January 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 383
Figure 7. HCN Activity in the ACC Is Required for Nerve Injury-
Triggered Anxiety-like Behavior
(A) Mice exposed to the raised open platform did not exhibit pre-LTP in
the ACC (red, n = 14 neurons/8 mice). Post-LTP in the ACC was normal in
mice exposed to the raised open platform (gray, n = 8/6). Red traces indicate
EPSCs during baseline (1) and 60 min after the pre-LTP induction protocol (2).
Gray traces show eEPSCs during baseline (1) and 60 min after the pairing
protocol (2).
(B) Summary of pre-LTP and post-LTP experiments in the mice exposed to
a raised open platform. The levels of pre-LTP were significantly smaller after
the EPM compared with pre-LTP in naive mice (one-way ANOVA, F4,37 = 4.34,
*p < 0.05). The mice exposed in the raised open platform for 5 min and placed
in the home cage for 9 hr showed normal pre-LTP compared to control pre-
LTP (166% ± 11%, n = 4/3, NS).
(C) Sample traces of pre-LTP in mice following 5 min exposure to closed arms
(blue) and normal EPM (orange). Traces 1 and 2 show baseline and 60min after
pre-LTP induction, respectively.
(D) Mice from the closed arm group showed normal pre-LTP (159% ± 12%,
n = 8/7). Mice tested in the normal EPM for 5 min displayed a smaller pre-LTP
(125% ± 15%, n = 9/8).
(E) ZD7288 increased the time spent in the open arms of the EPM for the nerve
injury group but had no effect on the sham injury group (Sham treated
with saline: n = 7 mice, Sham treated with ZD7288: n = 6, Nerve injury treated
with saline: n = 8, Nerve injury treated with ZD7288: n = 8, two-way ANOVA,
384 Neuron 85, 377–389, January 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.eEPSCs. Because the c-fos gene is activated in sensory neurons
after injury (Hunt et al., 1987; Li et al., 2010), we used transgenic
mice in which the expression of GFP is regulated by the promoter
of the c-fos gene (Barth et al., 2004; Clem et al., 2008). In these
mice, we have already reported that many ACC neurons were
activated 7 days after nerve injury (Li et al., 2010). We recorded
eEPSCs in FosGFP-positive neurons, which were activated by
the nerve injury (Figures 5F–5J). We also compared these neu-
rons with nonactivated neurons located nearby and neurons in
sham-operated FosGFP mice (Figures 5F–5J). ZD7288 (10 mM)
significantly reduced the amplitude of eEPSCs in FosGFP-posi-
tive neurons from nerve injury models (72% ± 8% of baseline)
compared to FosGFP-negative neurons of the same injury group
(101% ± 9%) or of the sham group (118% ± 10%, one-way
ANOVA, F2,32 = 6.93, p < 0.05; Figures 5G and 5I).
Consistent with nerve injury resulting in a persistent increase in
evoked neurotransmitter release, the reduction of eEPSCs by
ZD7288 was associated with an increase in the PPR in the
FosGFP-positive neurons in the nerve injury group (Figures 5F
and 5G). In contrast, in neither of the control groups was the
PPR affected (FosGFP negative from nerve injury; 104% ± 5%,
FosGFP negative in sham; 97% ± 3%) (Figures 5F and 5G).
The effect of ZD7288 on the FosGFP neurons was significantly
different from the two control groups (one-way ANOVA, F2,32 =
7.79, p < 0.05; Figure 5J). These data suggest that the ACC neu-
rons that are activated by nerve injury have enhanced excitatory
synaptic transmission and that HCN channels are required for
sustaining this effect.
Inhibiting HCN Channels Produced Analgesic and
Anxiolytic Effects
Our results suggest that pre-LTP is triggered by chronic pain and
anxiety-inducing experiences. We reasoned that pre-LTP may
be mediating the increase in anxiety that is associated with
chronic pain. To test this idea directly, we microinjected
ZD7288 into the ACC of sham and nerve injury mice (Figure S4).
In the EPM, neuropathic pain significantly potentiated anxiety-
like behaviors, and this enhancement was significantly attenu-
ated by bilateral microinjections of ZD7288 into the ACC,
whereasmicroinjections of ZD7288 in the sham group had no ef-
fect compared to sham with saline group (Figure 7E). Impor-
tantly, ZD7288 did not affect total crossings, indicating that theF1,25 = 5.55, *p < 0.05, sham with saline versus injury with saline, saline versus
ZD7288 in injury groups).
(F) In the EPM, total crossings were not significantly different among all four
groups (F1,25 = 1.55, NS).
(G) ZD7288 increased the distance traveled in the center of the open field test
in the nerve injury group but had no effect on the sham group (F1,25 = 18.40;
*p < 0.05, sham with saline versus injury with saline, saline versus ZD7288 in
injury groups).
(H) Total distance traveled in the open field test was not significant different
between all four groups (F3,150 = 0.77, NS).
(I) ZD7288 microinjected bilaterally into the ACC of the nerve injury group
significantly reducedmechanical allodynia (shamwith saline: n = 7mice, sham
with ZD7288: n = 6, nerve injury with saline: n = 7, nerve injury with ZD7288:
n = 7, two-way ANOVA, F1,23 = 10.99, *p < 0.05, sham with saline versus
nerve injury with saline, saline versus ZD7288 in injury groups). Error bars
represent SEM.
Figure 8. A Hypothetical Scheme for How Synaptic Plasticity May
Encode Synergistic Interactions between Chronic Pain and Anxiety
(A) Basal transmission: the synaptic response, evoked by low-frequency
stimulation, is due to glutamate activating AMPARs in the ACC.
(B) Chronic pain: peripheral nerve injury enhances excitatory synaptic trans-
mission through postsynaptic LTP. The activation of NMDARs leads to an
increase in postsynaptic Ca2+ influx. The Ca2+ binds to calmodulin (CaM)
and leads to activation of Ca2+-stimulated signaling pathways via AC1. The
pathway leads to the enhancement of postsynaptic AMPARs containing the
GluA1 subunit and produces post-LTP.
(C) Anxiety: normal anxiety enhances the release of glutamate, which feeds
back onto presynaptic GluK1 containing KARs. The presynaptic Ca2+ influx via
GluK1 KARs leads to activation of the AC1-PKA pathway, which then results in
modulation of HCN channels resulting in a long-lasting increase in glutamate
release (pre-LTP).
(D) Chronic pain and anxiety: nerve injuries and the associated anxiety activate
both pre-LTP and postsynaptic LTP of excitatory transmission in the ACC. The
synergistic interaction between pre-LTP and post-LTP underlies the height-
ened behavioral response.anxiety-reducing effects were not due to nonspecific effects on
locomotor activity (Figure 7F).
We further tested the anxiolytic effects of ZD7288 using a
different paradigm for anxiety-like behaviors, the open field
test (Barrot et al., 2002). Animals that are less anxious will spend
more time exploring the center area. In accordancewith our EPM
results, neuropathic injury significantly reduced distance trav-
eled in the center compared with sham mice, and this reduction
was prevented by bilateral microinjection of ZD7288 into the
ACC, while microinjections of ZD7288 in the sham group had
no effect compared to sham with saline group (two-way
ANOVA, F1,25 = 18.40, p < 0.05; Figure 7G). The total distance
traveled in the open field was not significantly different among
all groups (Figure 7H). To determine whether ZD7288 may affect
behavioral sensitization induced by nerve injury, we evaluated
the effect of ZD7288 on mechanical allodynia, which is a behav-
ioral response triggered by nonnoxious stimulation. We found
that bilateral microinjections of ZD7288 significantly reduced
mechanical allodynia compared with saline microinjections,
while in sham mice ZD7288 did not alter the mechanical sensi-
tivity compared to a saline group (Figure 7I).
Zeta inhibitory peptide (ZIP), which is an inhibitor of atypical
PKC isoforms including PKMz, has been shown to reverse
post-LTP in the ACC and alleviate behavioral allodynia (Li
et al., 2010, 2011). We therefore examined whether the microin-
jection of ZIP into the ACC affects anxiety-like behaviors. In
contrast to the effects of ZD7288, nerve injury triggered anxi-
ety-like behaviors in the EPM and open field test were insensitive
to ZIP (Figure S5).
DISCUSSION
In this study, we describe a synaptic mechanism that we believe
underlies the interactions between chronic pain and anxiety
states. First, we characterize a form of pre-LTP at neocortical
synapses. This form of LTP is presynaptically expressed and
involves GluK1-containing KARs, cAMP signaling, and HCN
channels and so resembles pre-LTP described at hippocampal
mossy fiber and certain amygdala synapses. Significantly, we
found that exposure to chronic pain models or an elevated plat-
form occludes pre-LTP in the ACC, while fear conditioning or
acute pain does not. Interestingly, inhibiting HCN channels in
the ACC in vivo alleviates mechanical allodynia and produces
anxiolytic effects in chronic pain conditions. Collectively, these
data suggest that pre-LTP at ACC synapses signals an anxious
state that enhances the behavioral response to chronic pain
(Figure 8).
Induction Mechanisms of Pre-LTP in the ACC
This work shows presynaptic LTP in the neocortex of adult mice.
Previous reports have, however, described pre-LTP mecha-
nisms in limbic brain regions, such as the hippocampus and
amygdala (Shin et al., 2010; Zalutsky and Nicoll, 1990). In the
present study, pre-LTP required the activation of GluK1-contain-
ing KARs, which is consistent with some previous reports in the
hippocampus (Bortolotto et al., 1999) and also a previous study
in the amygdala (Shin et al., 2010). Activation of GluK1-contain-
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ACC, since the GluK1-selective agonist ATPA (Clarke et al.,
1997) mimicked and occluded synaptically induced pre-LTP.
This is also consistent with previous studies in the amygdala
(Shin et al., 2010). In contrast, in the hippocampus GluK1 activa-
tion alone does not induce pre-LTP; rather, there is an additional
requirement for activation of group I mGluRs (Nistico` et al.,
2011). We also found an involvement of PKA in pre-LTP, which
is consistent with previous studies at mossy fiber synapses
(Nicoll and Schmitz, 2005). However, at mossy fiber synapses,
both of the Ca2+-sensitive isoforms of AC (AC1 and AC8) can
contribute to LTP (Huang et al., 1994; Villacres et al., 1998;
Wang et al., 2003; Xia and Storm, 2005), whereas in the ACC
there is a specific role for AC1, as identified using both
knockouts and an AC1 selective inhibitor. Since postsynaptic
application of BAPTA did not affect pre-LTP, it is likely that pre-
synaptic AC1 is activated by increases in Ca2+ levels within nerve
terminals.
Synaptic Mechanisms for Maintenance of Cortical
Pre-LTP
Previous studies of mossy fiber LTP suggest that HCN channel
activity is important for pre-LTP, and inhibiting HCN channels
by applying ZD7288 erases synaptic potentiation in this region
(Mellor et al., 2002; but see Chevaleyre and Castillo, 2002). We
found that ZD7288 reversed pre-LTP at ACC synapses, without
affecting baseline responses or post-LTP. This suggests that
HCN channels are specifically involved in the expression of
pre-LTP in the ACC. HCN channels comprise four homologous
members (HCN1–HCN4) and are widely expressed in the CNS
(Postea and Biel, 2011; Robinson and Siegelbaum, 2003). In
the present study, we found that HCN1–HCN4 channels are
expressed in adult mice ACC and thalamus. By using retrograde
labeling methods, we found that thalamocortical projection
neurons have large Ih currents. Therefore, these neurons most
probably provide the input to ACC that expresses pre-LTP.
Consistent with this conjecture, anatomical studies suggest
that electrical stimulation in ACC brain slice experiments is likely
to activate thalamocortical projecting fibers passing through
deeper layers of the ACC (Lee et al., 2007; Shyu et al., 2010).
A Role for HCN Channels in Anxiety
Recent reports have indicated region-specific functional roles of
HCN channels in anxiety-like behavior. In the hippocampus, for
example, HCN1 channel activity appears to induce anxiety
(Kim et al., 2012). Indeed, region-specific knockdown of HCN1
channels as well as injection of an HCN channel inhibitor in the
dorsal hippocampus has anxiolytic effects. In contrast, in the
amygdala, blocking of HCN channels by ZD7288 enhances anx-
iety-like behavior (Park et al., 2011). Other studies of functional
roles of HCN channels in pain have focused on peripheral
HCN2 channels (Emery et al., 2011). In the present study, we
report that HCN channels play a critical and specific role in
cortical pre-LTP and provide evidence that HCN-mediated
cortical pre-LTP is related to chronic pain-triggered anxiety-
like behavior (Figure 8). We show that microinjections of an
HCN channel inhibitor into the ACC reduce pain-triggered in-
creases in anxiety, suggesting that presynaptic HCN channels
contribute to emotional aspects of chronic pain. The pharmaco-386 Neuron 85, 377–389, January 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.logical inhibition of HCN channels in the ACC did not alter
anxiety-like behaviors in sham mice, indicating that pre-LTP is
selectively involved in chronic pain-triggered anxiety (Figure 8).
We cannot completely rule out possible postsynaptic effects
of ZD7288 in behavioral tests, since ZD7288 causes inhibition
of postsynaptic responses in prefrontal neurons (Albertson
et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2007) and ACC neurons (M.Z., unpub-
lished data). However, we do not consider it likely that the behav-
ioral effects reported here are due to a postsynaptic action of
ZD7288. If this was the case then one might expect ZD7288
to nonselectively affect anxiety in both basal and nerve injury
conditions. However, our results show that ZD7288 produced
selective inhibition in nerve injury condition but not basal or
sham conditions. This conclusion is also supported by the
finding that mice with forebrain deletion of HCN1 appear to
have normal anxiety-like behaviors (Nolan et al., 2004).
Synaptic Basis for the Interactions between Pain and
Anxiety
Previous studies of anxiety-related synaptic transmission have
mainly focused on G protein-coupled modulation of glutamate-
mediated transmission (Berton and Nestler, 2006). In contrast,
there are no studies on the roles of synaptic plasticity in behav-
ioral anxiety. Here we have explored the hypothesis that pre-LTP
may constitute a synaptic mechanism by which anxiety and
chronic pain interact. We found that chronic pain, but not acute
pain, results in enhanced anxiety, as assessed using the EPM.
The finding that chronic pain resulted in saturation of pre-LTP,
as indicated by the sensitivity to ZD7288, could be because
pre-LTP contributes to the mediation of the sensation of chronic
pain per se or because pre-LTP signals the increase in anxiety
that is associated with the chronic pain. The finding that an in-
crease in anxiety in the absence of chronic pain, as observed
in a raised open platform (modified EPM), also occluded pre-
LTP suggests that pre-LTP signals anxiety.
In conclusion, we have identified a presynaptic form of LTP
that coexists with a postsynaptic form of LTP at thalamocortical
synapses in the ACC of adult mice. Previously we have found
that erasure of post-LTP, via application of ZIP, is associated
with analgesia (Li et al., 2010). Here we have found that erasure
of pre-LTP, using the HCN channel blocker ZD7288, is associ-
ated with an anxiolytic effect that is observed specifically in
chronic pain models. We conclude that pre-LTP mediates an
anxiety signal that is triggered by chronic pain. Since the poten-
tiation is expressed presynaptically, it can add to the post-LTP
that appears to contribute to the mediation of chronic pain. In
this way, pre-LTP may add a salience factor to the sensation
of pain.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Supplemental Information includes detailed Supplemental Experimental
Procedures.
In Vitro Whole-Cell Patch-Clamp Recordings
Coronal adult mice brain slices including the ACC were prepared using stan-
dard methods (Li et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2005b). The eEPSCs were recorded
from layer II/III neurons; AMPAR-mediated eEPSCs were induced under
voltage clamp at 60 mV.
Retrograde Labeling for Thalamocortical Neurons
We performed retrograde tracer injection into the ACC according to previous
reports (Lee et al., 2007). We prepared coronal brain slices for electrophysio-
logical procedures 3 days after DiI injection.
Recording Ih Currents in Thalamus Neurons and the ACC Neurons
Coronal brain slices including the mediodorsal thalamic nucleus (MT) were
prepared using standard methods (Lee et al., 2007). Whole-cell patch-clamp
recording procedures in the MT were the same as in the ACC. We recorded
DiI-labeled thalamocortical or unlabeled neurons in the MT. In order to record
Ih current in MT neurons, we voltage clamped neurons from a holding potential
of60 mV to the various voltages (ranging from140 mV to60mV, in 10 mV
increments) (Postea and Biel, 2011).
Acute Nociception and Chronic Pain Models
Acute nociception or nonnociceptionwas performed using the hot plate test as
previously reported (Ko et al., 2005). The chronic inflammatory pain model was
performed by CFA into the hindpaw as described previously (Wu et al., 2005a;
Zhao et al., 2006). Chronic neuropathic pain was induced through ligation
of the common peroneal nerve (CPN) as described previously (Li et al.,
2010; Vadakkan et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2008).
Nociceptive and Allodynia Behavior Assessments
Mechanical allodynia was assessed as reported previously (Li et al., 2010; Wei
et al., 2002) based on the responsiveness of the hind paw to the application of
a 1.65 (force, 0.008 g) von Frey filament.
Fear Conditioning
Based on previous reports (Ko et al., 2005; Zhao et al., 2005a, 2005b), classic
fear conditioning was performed in an isolated shock chamber. Mice
were used for electrophysiological experiments either immediately after or
2–3 days after conditioning.
Behavior Tests for Anxiety-like Behavior
The elevated plus maze (EPM) test was performed as described (Kim et al.,
2011; Wu et al., 2007a). For electrophysiology, mice were exposed in open
arm (the raised open platform), closed arm, or normal EPM for 5 min. An
open field test was also performed.
Cannula Implantation Surgery and Microinjection of Drugs into the
ACC
Cannulation and microinjection were performed as described previously
(Li et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2005b).
Western Blot Analysis
Subcellular fractionation was performed as described previously (Qiu et al.,
2013).
Electron Microscopy
Electron microscopy staining experiments were performed as described
previously (Huo et al., 2009).
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures
and five figures and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/
10.1016/j.neuron.2014.12.021.
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